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TECHGEAR
The Nokia Lumia 1020 ($299 with contract), powered by Windows Phone 8,
comes with MS Office, music, and free
voice-guided navigation. The 41-megapixel camera has five times more resolution than a typical smartphone. Add
a wireless charging cover to power up
without plugging in.
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RYAN CLINTON is board
certified in civil appellate
law and has argued before
the Texas Supreme Court
four times. He practices
at Hankinson, L.L.P., in Dallas, lives in
Austin with his wife and pets, and
shares a blog with his father, Jim (a
poet), at OisforOnward.com.
NYTimes.com
All the news that’s fit to print, until the
paywall blocks you.
NathanWinograd.com
This Stanford-educated former prosecutor is a vegan and the most influential
animal-rights thinker alive, which is why
People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals despises him.
DukeBasketballReport.com
All Duke basketball, all the time. It’s
what the Crazies read.
AustinPetsAlive.org
On a shoestring budget, America’s most
effective animal-welfare charity has
saved 19,239 dogs and cats from municipal animal shelters since June 2008.
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Social media giants such as Facebook, LinkedIn, and Twitter have revolutionized the way the world does
business. Social media expert Erik
Qualman has shared astounding statistics that speak to the strength and influence of social media. Among these
figures: Facebook has surpassed Google
in the amount of traffic generated;
Facebook would be the third largest
country behind China and India in
terms of population/users; 50 percent of
mobile Internet traffic generated in the
United Kingdom is for Facebook; and
Ford Explorer’s launch on Facebook
generated more traffic than a Super
Bowl ad.1 The implication behind this
data is unmistakable—doing business
means doing social media. As Qualman
put it, “We don’t have a choice on
whether we do social media; the question is how well we do it.”2
On the Internet, businesses and
service providers must generally rely on
their reputations, i.e., their names/brands,
to persuade consumers to purchase
their products or use their services.
As such, when your brand becomes
the ambassador for your business, you
must actively, and sometimes aggressively, protect it.
The initial step in managing your

brand is registration. Being the first to
register that unique brand, keyword,
or username ensures that subsequent
users are unable to trade off another’s
goodwill or masquerade as someone
they are not. Preemptively registering
takes little time and does not require
active participation in that forum.
For example, when Facebook first
rolled out its use of usernames in conjunction with user profiles, it afforded
owners of registered trademarks the
opportunity to reserve usernames
related to their marks, even if they
did not maintain an active account.3
The second step is monitoring. You
should create an in-depth social media
plan that addresses which social networking websites are to be monitored
and how such monitoring should take
place. This can be done in-house or can
be outsourced to professionals that specialize in the field. The task of monitoring may include the review of Internet
news articles, search results, blogs, auction websites, and popular forums for
any bad press, trademark infringement,
or sale of counterfeit goods or services.
Some websites, such as eBay, make
reviewing simple. On eBay, a registered
user may save searches, allowing them
to receive automatically generated
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emails from eBay when new results
using that term become available.4 Similarly, Google allows registered users to
create alerts that will notify the user via
email when Google finds the designated
term in new search results.5
Some websites, however, do not take
an active role in the monitoring of
usernames or tweets. For example,
Twitter’s policy specifically states,
“[u]sing another’s trademark in a way
that has nothing to do with the product or service for which the trademark was granted is not a violation of
Twitter’s trademark policy.”6 Generally,
sophisticated websites will discuss the
treatment of trademarks or brand names
in the terms of use/service and/or a
separate trademark policy. As such,
simply setting aside a dedicated time
to review online social media platforms can significantly impact the
growth and proliferation of your brand.
You should also actively monitor
the Internet for signs of the emergence of a new social media giant. For
instance, when Pinterest launched in
March 2010, it quickly dominated
the news. By 2012, it had topped the
Nielsen 2012 Social Media Report,
which calculates growth and usage
from year to year, with 1,047 percent
growth in unique visitors and 6,056
percent growth in total minutes used
on mobile applications. Today, savvy
brand owners would be hard-pressed
to argue that Pinterest’s subsequent
dominance was a surprise. In 2011,
Time magazine had already listed Pinterest as one of the “50 Best Websites
of 2011,”7 while TechCrunch had named
Pinterest the “best new startup of 2011.”8
Lastly, participate. According to
Qualman, 90 percent of people trust
online recommendations from people they know.9 As such, the sheer
reach of websites such as Facebook,
Twitter, and LinkedIn should not be
underestimated. Facebook offers its
services in more than 70 languages,10
and its usage numbers reveal that
there are 845 million monthly active
users.11 Similarly, by 2010, Twitter
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was already averaging about 50 million tweets per day, which is an
astonishing 600 tweets per second.12
When participating, take care in
how you respond. While Facebook and
Twitter allow you to delete content,
such actions may offend consumers
and signal unwillingness to listen or
adapt to concerns and criticisms.13
Instead, take this as an opportunity to
add value.14 Respond by offering discounts or discuss how you intend to
remedy the problem. By viewing criticisms as opportunities for growth,
social media can be used to cultivate
relationships and develop rapport with
the public. In 2011, Twitter user Greg
Chapman tweeted Southwest Airlines
to ask on which side of the aircraft he
should sit in order to better view
scenery. Southwest quickly responded
via Twitter, thereby earning Chapman’s admiration, and subsequently
the general public’s, once the story
went viral.15 Likewise, take care that
you respond promptly, as responsiveness has become another benchmark
by which consumers measure brands.16
There is no doubt that we are in
the midst of a social media revolution
and can no longer ignore the effects
social media has on the way we view,
manage, and grow our brands. Instead,
we must become active participants
in the dialogue, for as Qualman has
stated, “Social Media isn’t a fad; it’s a
fundamental shift in the way we
communicate.”17
This is an adapted version of two articles
that appeared on the KK-LLP blog.
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